
 

 

 

Addendum No.1 
Issued: March 26, 2019 
RFP Name: District Custodial and Operational Supplies 

RFP# 2019-PUR-009 

1. Can you provide us with the case weight currently being purchased for each of the can liners?  Below 
is the weight (lbs. per case) for the liners. 
 

item # item description U/M BRAND PROD # 
I-001 Liners 43"x48" more than 1mil. 100/case, 17 lb case weight  Case Berry LRV4348150K 
I-002 Liners, 40"x48" more than 1 mil 100/case; 13.14 Case weight  Case Berry LRV4048125K 
I-003 Liners, RM #5011-88, 48"x39.5";    27 lb case weight Case Rubbermaid 501188 

I-004 Liners, 24"x24" hi density 8 mic.  1000/case; 12.95lb case weight Case UNITED CSR24240 

I-005 Liners, 24"x33" hi density 8 mic. 1000/case; 18 lb case weight Case PITT mr24330N 

I-006 Liners, 30"x 37" hi density 16 mic. 500/case; 12.01 lb case weight Case UN CSR303716 

I-007 Liners, 33"x40" hi density 16 mic.  250/case; 15.254 lb case weight Case PITT mr33403 

I-008 Liners, 40"x48" hi density 16 mic. 250/ case; 20.7 lb case weight Case PITT MR40483N 

I-009 Liners, 41"x51" hi density 16 mic. 200/case; 19.12 case weight  Case PITT MR415549 

I-010 Liners, 43"x48" hi density 16 mic.  200/case; 17.86 case weight Case PITT mr43483mc 

I-011 Liners, 24"x23" low density - 1000/case; 13.81 case weight Case PITT B72410XK 

I-012 Liners, 24"x33" Low density - 1000/case; 19.02  lb case weight  Case Berry LL24333K 
I-013 Liners, 30"x36" low density - 250/case; 13.16 lb case weight Case BERRY LL30377K 

I-014 Liners, 33"x39" low density - 250/case; 19.0 lb case weight Case PITT B74020XK 

I-015 Liners, 40'x46" low density  - 100/case; 12.8 lb case weight Case PITT B74830XK 

I-016 Liners, 43"x47" low density - 100/ Case; 13.81 lb case weight Case BERRY LR4348100 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Please add the following to the bid: 
 

item description 
U/M BRAND/PROD# QUANTITY 

 Floor Wax - Discovery 20  Case Hillyard - 
HIL0052407  100 

3. What color are you requesting for the following Can Liner items: 
   I-005, 006, 008, 014 and 016? 
Any color, but in the past years they have been Black.  We are not too worried 
about color, but the quality of them. 
 

4. What thickness are you requesting for the following Can Liner Items: 
  I-014 and 016? 
 Heavy duty (.9 -1.0Mil) 
 

5. Are we to assume that no pricing is requested for the items that list 0 in the estimated 
quantity column? 
Please bid on the zero bid items, if you have them, because some districts may need 
these items even though they did not put a quantity down.  Also, you should bid a 
price you intend to honor for the year. 
 

6. If we are an out of state vendor, and are submitting substitute samples, can we be exempt 
from attending the Vendor Substitute Sample Meeting, as we would be unable to attend. 
Yes, if you are not located in Missouri or Kansas and not in a three to four hours 
driving distance.  Please provide a phone number and contact name that we can call 
during the meeting with a question on the sample you have provided. 
  

7. Can we call FedEx at our expense and pick up a sample of each of the above referenced 
Can Liner Items? If yes, can you provide us with the address where FedEx should go, a 
contact name, phone number and email address, and times that FedEx can come.  
We don’t have these items to provide, since some districts only have certain ones 
they order. 
 
 


